Preferred Portable Dental System

Air Driven Motor

Fiber Optics Available

ADVANCING DENTAL TECHNOLOGY
Express Portable Dental System

The most popular self-contained pneumatic dental system in the world. Critical equipment for providing operative or preventative dentistry in the field. Runs standard air handpieces (highspeed and/or slowspeed), includes high volume and low volume vacuums and air/water syringe. One gallon waste container can last all day. Dual-voltage, just plug it in - anywhere in the world!

Express Air
Handpiece operates independently from suction using rheostat
Express Air (One hp connection) .......... ADU-17A
Express Air II (Two hp connections) ....... ADU-17A2

Express
Handpiece operates independently from suction using manual switch on console
Express II (One hp connection) .......... ADU-17X
Express Plus II (Two hp connections) ...... ADU-17X2

Fiber Optics Upgrade Kit
• Compatible with any standard fiber optic handpiece
• Easy to replace halogen lamp provides brilliant, cool light for intra-oral use.
• ISO standard fiber optic handpiece terminal with stainless steel adapter and nut (Midwest 5-hole)
5-hole. ........................................... AA-19A-04
6-pin. ............................................. AA-19A-06

Recommended Handpieces
Highspeed 4-hole ........................... AHP-96
Lowspeed 4-hole ............................ AHP-50
1:1 Straight w/ Doriot Style Post .......... AHP-101

Also Great for the Mobile Hygienist

Details
• 3-way air/water syringe
• HVE and saliva ejector suction
• 1 Liter water reservoir
• One pneumatic handpiece connection with water adjustment
• Second handpiece connection optional
• 1 gallon (3.79 liter) waste container with automatic overflow shut-off
• Built-in compressor
• Water connection for scaler
• Convenient instrument holder attaches to the retractable handle on the case
• All components pack into impact-resistant carrying case with wheels for easy transportation
• Dual voltage switchable
• Power Rating: 800W
• Weight: 43.5 lbs (19.7 kg)
• Dimensions: 10.5” x 14.5” x 24” (27 x 36 x 61 cm)
• Manufactured in the USA

“Aseptico’s portable dental equipment is vital to the success of not only local, but international field work and provides an immeasurable service to professionals who provide important outreach dental care to under-served people around the world.”

- Teresa Castner, DDS
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